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The Role of ATP Luminometers in Infection
Control

To the Editor—I would like to caution readers on the interpreta-
tion of the article by Whitely et al1 in this issue. This study, like
many before, makes themistake of assessing ATP luminometers as
bacterial detection systems. Studies have demonstrated,2 and
responsible manufacturers will confirm, that there is not a 100%
direct correlation between ATP and plate counts, so evaluating
an ATP system’s performance based on bacterial detection is
an impractical assessment of the tool. For hospitals seeking to
monitor microbial cleanliness, the necessary testing method is
conventional microbiology plating. ATP testing is not a substitute
for microbiology testing, and responsible ATP manufacturers do
not make that claim. Furthermore, the author makes a hasty
judgment on the value of ATP systems: “The original suggestion to
use rapid adenosine triphosphate (ATP) bioluminometers to
monitor surface hygiene has yet to see practical fulfillment among
healthcare infection control and prevention practitioners.”

In reply, I direct readers to the abundant published evidence
to the contrary.3–8 ATP testing is designed to demonstrate
whether cleaning regiments are working correctly and whether
cleaning agents and techniques are working properly to remove
biological contaminants such as blood, protein tissues, skin cells,
etc., which can facilitate microbial growth. ATP testing plays a
key role in training, process improvement, and ongoing
monitoring of overall hospital cleanliness. There is undeniable
and plentiful evidence that monitoring cleaning with an objec-
tive tool like ATP testing improves cleaning thoroughness,
improves staff training, and optimizes cleaning regiments. In
fact, ATP testing has been proposed as an acceptable method by
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in the
United States and accepted as a national standard by Danish
government. The benefits of ATP are also recognized in the UK
National Health Service Healthcare Cleaning Manual (2009).

ATP testing has proven effective as an intervention tool over and
over. In comparison to other proposed methods such as fluor-
escent gel black light or visual inspection, ATP testing is the best
available option to monitor cleanliness other than microorganism
testing, which is impractical for the determination of room
cleanliness.9–11 ATP testing systems are the best available option
for improving cleaning regiments, training employees, demon-
strating effectiveness of cleaning agents, and improving hygiene in
the environment with the end goal of reducing the spread of
infection. ATP systems play a very important and valuable role in
overall efforts to improve cleaning. Considering the purpose of the
ATP systems and additional studies cited, there is overwhelming
evidence that ATP testing is a very valuable aspect of cleaning
monitoring and improvement within healthcare industry.
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